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Chapter I· INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem. It is the purpose of 
this study to attempt to correlate the relationships 
between musical performance, scholastic s·uccess, and 
general intelligence within the student body of the 
College of Music. 
Significance of the ?rob!~· As any college 
curriculum improves, the stand3rds of attainment are 
raised. Some definite measurement must be set to guide 
the school in screening out undesirable anplicants _and 
rating the levels of achievement within the school. 
Particularly in a music school is this d~fficult, for 
musical ability alone cannot be. measured. Success . in 
the field does not depend on talent alone. Many factors 
must be considered if a school is to nrofit musically 
and standardwise. 
Although many schools have conducted research 
in relation to the music student with the above in 
mind, the need for more data is still great. In regard 
to this need, .J. J. Weigand has said: 
Scientific study of school music teaching 
is a nec~ssity if music educators are to have 
grounds to justify their departments and their 
methods and procedures. -~ • • The lack of eXl.)eri-
mental studies in music education has been recog-
nized by authorities for many years, but there 
bas not been1 a significant amount of attention given to it. 
lJ. J. Weigand, "The Scientific Approach to Music 
Teaching," Music Educators Journal, 33:1, 1946 1 P• 32. 
I 
2 
Max Schoen has likewise stated: 
For about fifteen years I have been following 
rather carefully the progress of psychological 
research in music in its bearing on music education. 
MY survey ••• leads me to the conclusion that 
the development of scientific music research in 
this country is a credit to the psychologist and 
a disgrace to the public school music educator • 
• • • I have counted some three hundred exneri-
mental studies on music made in the last t en years. 
and not one or them is by a person engaged in 
school music. 
The greatest need in music research occurs after 
the music student has been accepted. Entrance exams 
cannot indicate the proficiency of a student in music. 
If those who have charge of the preparation 
of music supervisors and teachers knew wha t could 
reasonably be expected of college students at 
various levels of music talent and nsyohologioal 
rating, it would serve as an excellent aid in 
the organization of courses and the i.mprovement 
of teachi ng, as well as in the selection of students 
for the curriculum in music suner>vision. The various 
levels of music talent and psychological rating may 
be deteromined at the beginning of the first quarter 
of the freshman year, but it takes four> yearos to 
find out what students with the s e varying tal2nts 
wt 11 ace ompli sh during their college courses. 
Howe ver, no school can afford to wait four years 
to discover whether a student can accomplish the neces s ary 
amount of work required. Therefore it is imperative 
tha t we lea rn to form some sort of basis for knowing 
lMax Schoen, "School Music and Scientific Research," 
Volume of Proceedings fo~ 1935, Music Teachers National 
A9soo1atron, 1936, P• 03: ----
2Max Schoen, "Report of the Commit tee on Music 
Tests and Measurements," Volume of "Proceedings for 1935, 
Music Teachers National AssociatiOn, 1936, p. 3~ ----
which students will succeed. This can only be done 
by evaluating the s t udent through his perfo~ a nce, 
academic sub j ects, and his intelligence. 
The need for such rese arch can be summed up 
by Seashor•e: 
When one considers the cost of musical education, 
the changing conditions of success or failure, 
the tragedy of the non-talented in music, the wild 
educational theme in regard to the place of music 
in school and home, and the absence of standards 
of attainment, the matter of guidance in this field 
looms up l3rge, and prrsen ts very promising assurance 
for valuable guidance • . 
Definition of Terms. Grade Point Index (hence-
----- .--
forth stated as G.P.I.) is the numerical value in relation 
to academic points which designates a student's scholastic 
status. A furthur explanation of the system directly 
pertaining to the College of Music will be discussed in 
a l ater chapter. 
Intellige~ Quotient (henceforth known as IQ) 
is defined as "the ratio of an individual's intelligence, 
as determined by some mental measure to normal or- average 
intelligence for his age." 2 An intelligence test, then, 
would be a "pr-oblem oro ser-ies of pr-oblems presented to 
an i ndividual for solution. It is intended to measure 
intellectual capacity, oro native ability, rather than 
1carl Seashore, "Psychology in Music, The Role of 
Expe:Mmental Psychology in the Science and Art of Music," 
Musical Quarter-ly, 16, 1930, p. 229. 
2Howar-d Warren, ed., Dictionar-y of Psychology, 
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1934-,-p. 141. 
4 
achievement resulting from formal instruetion."l For 
the purpose of this study we shall define IQ as the 
relative score on the Ohio State University Psychological 
Test, Boston Uni~ersity Edition. 
Musical Performance is defined in relation to 
this study as the student's final letter grade of a 
semester's work on an instrument, based on the t;eaeher's 
evaluation and an official examination by a jury. 
Delimitations. No attempt has been made in this 
study to parallel this situation with any other and 
form definite results accordingly. The area is restricted 
entirely_ to analysis within the Boston University College 
of Music. It is supposed that this is a typical example, 
but it is not meant to be the ideal. 
Specific Statement of ~ Problem. For many 
years psychologists end educators alike have tried to 
set up a definite criterion for success within a given 
. vocational field. It is known that such success depends 
on more then intelligence alone, ability, or interest. 
Certain general rules have been defined, but as yet no 
. ; ·- ·-
specific comparisons exist to verify any set pattern. 
In the field of music the question arises as to whether 
high intelligence correlates with good musical ability. 
Does academic success insure musicians of a high calibre 
and what is the relationship if any between academic 
success and that of applied music? Thus the main part 
lwarren, Dictionary of Psychology, p. 141. 
5 
of this study is an attempt to evaluate the music student 
in relation to his whole being, the reasons for his level 
of achievement within his field, end the correlations 
between his musical ability end his general ability. 
Chapter II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Summary of Previous Findings 
Since the introduction of the first tests in 
music, the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent, there 
has been a wide variety of similar tests published, 
designed specifically to measure musical ability. The 
almost indefinable qualities of good musicianship have 
long fascinated psychologists and educators alike, and 
these tests have evolved from the many experiments de-
signed to measure this quality. However, although it 
is generally concluded that intelligence and musical 
talent are related, to what deg~ee and exactly how so 
allied is still a question of great discussion. The 
following background of such experiments will illustrate 
the confusion as to the resolution of the question. 
Experiments Pertaining to Musical 
Ability Versus General Intelligence 
We have more data on the relationship of musical 
ability to general intelligence than with any other 
trait. The earliest experiment of this sort was under-
taken by Drakel who subjected one hundred and sixty 
three boys of age thirteen to his own three music tests, 
~he Lowery measures of cadence and the earlier Seashore 
lRobert Drake, "The Relation of Musical Talent to 
Intell i~ence and success in School," Junior Musical, I, 
1940, l)P• 38-44. 
-5-
tests. He reported a high correlation between these 
results and those of an unspecified intelligence test. 
However, in a second experiment with American college 
women, there was found only a slight relationship 
between the two. 
7 
In a study of three thou.sand pupils in pr-imary. 
intermediate end secondary schools, Koesterl had the 
teachers classify the students into six groups of intel-
ligence rating and musical talent. Of those in the 
highest group for musical talent, forty per ~ent were 
in the _two highest for i n ~elligence, and of those in 
the two lowest sections for musical talent, ten per cent 
remained in the two highest groups for i n telligence, 
which bears out to some extent the relationship between 
the two. 
A similar study made by Ross2, using one thousand 
five hundred forty-one pupils in grades five to twelve. 
found correlations between IQ and musical talent as 
nositive but small. Comparing the Seashore test with 
lists of achievement in arithmetic and reading he found 
only slight correlations. But it was found that those 
nupils who elected music courses during the last two 
lJames L. Mursell, The Psychology of Music, N.Y., 
w. w. Norton _and Company, 1"937, P• 336. - --~ 
2v. R. Ro~s, "The Relationship Bet~een Intelligence, 
Scholastic Achievement and Musical Talent," Journal of 
Juvenile Resear~h, 20, 1936, PP• 47-64. 
years of their hi~h school work were eli~htly superior 
to those other students in their intelligence level. 
8 
In ~eneral, pupils who possessed exceptional musical 
ability were found to be, as a ~roup, superior in intel-
li~ence and school achievement. 
Working closely with Carl Seashore, Dr. Hazel 
Stanton of the University of Iowa undertook a ten year 
study of musical talent at the Eastman School of Music. 
Earlier, Seashore himself reported negli~ible correlations 
between his tests and general intelli~ence. Usin~ these 
same tests, Stanton reported indications of a definite 
relet ionship bet.ween the tests and the Iowa Comprehen-
sive Test.l She did state that " ••• those who achieve the 
higher levels of musical development are found to have 
fundamental levels of musical capacities above the average. n2 
Her studies were significant enou8h to warrent the adop-
tion of a policy at Eastman of admitt~n~ only those stu-
dents who received above a certain score on the Seashore 
tests.3 
On the negative side of the question_ there have 
been two such experiments of worthwhile note. George 
lMursell, Psychology ~ Music 1 p-. 336. 
2Hazel M. Stanton, "Measurement of Musical Talent: · 
'rhe E8s tman Experiment," University of Iowa Studies, 1935, 
n. 27. --
3Hazel Stanton, Psychological Tests of Musical Tal-
ent, N.Y., University of Rochester, 1925, p·;-"42. 
9 
Frscker and Virt;ie Howardl ustn,; a,;ain the Seashore tests 
and two intelli~ence tests, compared the results for the 
freshmen, sophomore and junior classes at the University 
of Arkansas. The survey showed little corre.lation be-
tween intelligence and musical talent, the highest re-
lationshi? being between pitch and IQ, which logically 
would require an innate capacity. As a result of the 
experiment, the theorists have concluded that "Taken as 
a group our correlation results seem to confirm the 
position of Seashore that the music tests are not in any 
significant way tests of intelligence."2 
In a test of forty-nine intellectually gifted 
children whose IQ was above 135, Leta Hollin~sworth3 
discovered that althou~h above the average intelligence 
was required to perform the Seashore tests, the students 
on the whole met the music tests no better than the av-
erage, while they finished the intelligence tests better 
than the average. She was thus able to conclude that 
"it is evident that these intellectually superior children 
. . 
are not superior to _average children of their ages in 
musical sensitivity."4 
lGeorge Fracker and Virgie Howard, "The correla-
tion Between Intelligence and Musical Talent Among Uni-
versity students," Psychological Monographs, 39:2, 1928, 
PP• 15'7-161. 
2Ibid., P• 160. 
- -
3Leta s. Hollingsworth, "Musical Sensitivity of 
Children Who Test Above -135 IQ," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, _ 17, _1926, _ PP• 95-109.-- -
4tbid. 1 P• 105. 
10 
An experiment of the same nature was conducted 
by Schussler! in a study of two hundred "unmusical" 
children. In direct contradiction to Hollingsworth 
he has stated tha t: 
The unmusical, as compared with the musical 
as a whole are less gifted than the musical, that 
is, they are not only infe~ior musically, but also 
in other mental capacities. Forty-one per cent 
of the unmusical, fifty-one per cent of the half 
musical, and seventy-nine per cent of the musical 
make satisfactory nrogress in school. The school 
work of the musical is fi~teen per cent suoerior 
to that of the unmusical. 
The validity of Schussler's deductions is to be 
questioned, however, for his only criterion for comparison 
was the students' grades in sight-singing. 
The Music Student and 
the Non-Music Student 
The controvers_y concerning the intelligence of 
music students as comnared to that of non-music students 
is equally a divided topic. T1lson3 studied four 
hundred and three students enrolled in the music school 
at Indiana State Teachers College. Using the Seashore 
tests and the several psychological tests administered 
1H. Schussler, · "Das unmusikalische Kind," Zeit-
schrift fur angewandte Psychologie, XI, 1916, pp.~-166. 
2Attr1buted to Schussler as quoted in Max Schoen, 
"Recent Literature on the Psychology of the Musician," 
Psychological Bulletin, 18:9, 1921, P• 485. 
~. M. Tilson, "The Music Achievement of college 
students at Various Levels of Music Talent and Psycho-
logical Rating," Teachers College Journal, 6:5, 1935, 
PP• 169-176. 
1.1. 
at the school he found the f'ollowin~ results which strong-
ly imply the superiority of the music student: 
a. The median of' the various music talent scores 
of' the special music students are an average of 
thirty-three points higher than those of students 
in rion-music courses. · 
b. The mean of the psychological percentiles 
of the freshmen music students is three points 
higher . than that of the freshmen in the entire 
school.l 
Doris Antrim2 has likewise stated that the IQ for 
music students at the Hi~h School of Music and Art in 
New York City is eleven per cent higher than the ~eneral 
level for students in other New York high schools. She 
also reported that at Masdalen College, ox~ord University, 
Oli..ly ten pe r cent of the student body ~ tudy music, yet 
they win seventy-five per cent of the prizes and scholar-
ships of the entire school. This has been true over a 
thirty year period. 
Two other experiments, conducted by Wheeler and 
Gilles, form the opposite opinion. In an investigation 
to determine just where the music student fits in intel-
lectually with other students and how the two groups 
differ, Lester and Viola Wheel~r3, using th~ psychologi-
cal entrance tests given to entering freshmen at the 
1M ax Schoen, "Report of the Commit tee on Music 
Tests and Measurements," p. 344. 
. -
2noris ·K· Antrim, "Do ·Musical Talents Have Higher 
Intelligence?," Etu~, 63, 1945, p. 127 • 
. ~ester R. Wheeler and Viols D. Wheeler, "The 
Intelli~i!:rnce of Mtisic Students," Journal of Educational 
PsycholO!Y, 42, 1951, P• 223. 
12 
Un:tversi ty of Miami as their criterion, ob~ained results 
which indicated that music students we~e superior only 
to Education majors, Liberal Arts majors bein~ 5.11 points 
hi~her, Science 7.08 above, and Business 3.41 points 
higher. 
Frances Gillesl, in a survey of seven classes at 
Barnard College and using the Thorndike intell1~ence 
test as a criterion, concluded that "Students majoring 
in art, music and the classics make median scores which 
are appreciably lower than the median for their group."2 
EXJ)eriment.s qoncernin~ the 
Relationship of the Music Stu-
dent to His Academic Subjects 
It seems to be ~enerally agreed that the student 
. . 
with good music a~ abili ~~ will obtain equally good marks. 
~~ hi s , ~ c a demie snb je: c~s .• _ ~U~hsm1th3, in a comparison of 
the records of fifty-nine ~irls in the School of Music or 
the North Carolina College for women, reviewed the aca-
demic marks of the girls and compared them with the 
mu s ic theory e nd epnlied marks. He agreed that there 
is a definite relationship between the academic and 
lFrances M· Gilles, "correlation or Intelli~ence 
in Colle~e Students," School and Society, 34, 1934, p. 270. 
2Ibfd. 
3J. A. Hi~hsmith, "selecting Musical -Talent," . 
Journal £.!. Applied Psychology, 13, 1929, pp. 486-493. 
13 
spplied marks but doubted the value of the SeashQre tests 
as predicting success in music. He stated in his con-
clusions that "The intelligence tests used ~ave a bet-
ter prediction ••• of probable success in music than the 
Seashore tests."l 
Marie Harar-Passek2 dealing with a group of one 
hundred and four individuals reported that there was a 
definite relationship between music, mathematic effi-
ciency and "sbility with the vernacular." Likewise Feis3 
emphasizes the prevelence of linguistic and mathematical 
ability of ~usic students. 
Miller4 reported a study of ei~ht hundred and 
twenty-six men students in a teacher training insti-
tution carried on during ten years, in which the re-
lationship between musical achievement and talent, and 
mathematical, artistic and genera~ scholastic achieve-
ment and abi l ity was investigated. It was found that: 
- ' 
a). all-round talent usually includes musical 
talent and ·· that persons who · are good musicians 
~r~ usually possessed -of ~ood ~enersl ability; 
b). that those who show poor ·general talent are 
rarely good musicians and theri not "constructive" 
but sensory · or' perceptual in their musical re-
action behavior; c). that there is a well-estab- · 
lJ. A· Highsmith, _2E• ~·~ P• 492. 
2James Mursell, Psychology of Music, P• 337. 
3Jbid. 
· 4Richard Miller, "Uber musikalische Begabung und 
ihre Rezieblingeri zu sonti~en Anla~en," Zeitschrift fur 
Peychologie, 97, 1925, PP• 191-214. 
• 
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lished correlation between musical and mathematical 
ability, the good mathemati.cian usually being a 
good musician but the reverse more rarely so.l 
The Pannenborgs2 examined three thousand, eight 
hundred and sixty children, four hundred and twenty-
three musicians and the biographie s of twenty-one 
composers in an effort to classify the intellectual and 
emotional characteristics of the musician. They learned 
tha t the musician was widely extensive in intellectual 
interests and was well-read in languages, literature, 
history, geography, mathematics, natural history and 
drawing. 
The .. only report to disagree with the above comes 
from a survey taken by Lester and Viola Wheeler3 of fifth 
and sixth grade pupils and their correlations between 
music reeding and language reeding ability. It was 
found th8t language reading achievement was more closely 
related to intelligence than music reading achievement. 
Studies Pertaining to the Music 
Student in Relation to Performance 
One hundred and thirteen special music students 
at Indiana State Teachers College, Ball State Teachers 
lAttributed · to Miller as quoted in Mursell, 
Psychology .of Music, P• 337. 
2sohoen, "Recent Literature on the Psychology of 
the Musician," P• 485 • 
~ester Wheeler and Viola Wheeler, "The Relation-
ships Between Music Reading and Language Reading Abilities," 
Journal of Edu~~onal Research, 45, 1952, pp. 439-450. 
15 
College and Jordan conservatory of Music we~e tested by 
1 A· n. Hill for the measurement of their sight-reading 
ability. Test criteria were the major instrument of 
each student·, intelligence ratings, and the ·seashore 
tests' scores. The author renorts that "Intelligence, 
as measured by the American council ~sychological Exam-
ination, seems to have rather small import in the attain-
ment of skill in sight reading. n2 
Opposing this opinion, Florence Brennen3 studied 
the records or twenty-four selected music students in 
twelve different capacities. These records were compared 
with the ratings of their ability in actual performance. 
Judged by two groups, trained musicians and psychologists, 
the students were found to score a higher degree of 
relationship between training end performance than between 
sensory capacity end performance. Miss Brennen concluded 
that "The student with superior musical capacity records 
tends to rank h~gher then the student with only average 
or low capacity."4 
1A. D. Hill, "Measurement of the Sight Reading 
Ability of Special pUblic School Music Students in 
Indiana Teacher Education Institutions," Masters Thesis, 
Indiana State Teachers College, August, 1934. 
2Attributed to Hill as quoted in Max Schoen, 
"Report · of the cormni ttee on Music Tests and Measurements," 
P• :349. 
3Florence M. Brennen, "The Relation Between Musical 
Capaoity and Performance," Psychological Monographs, 36, 
1926, PP• 190~248. 
4Ibid., P• 248. 
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In an attempt to ascertain the relationship 
existing ~etween sight-singing and sensory capacities, 
Raymond Moeherl computed the correlations between the 
Seashore tests and his own sight-singing achievement 
scores. His conclusions are to this effect: 
Assuming that the Seashore Tests measure native 
capacity, the data shows, first~ that measures of 
native capacity do not predict success in singing; 
••• that if the Seashore Tests are considered 
an accurate estimat~ 6f mrisical capa~ity, a number 
of nupils fall far short of what they are inately 
capable of doing. Likewise one might say thqt 
those of mediocre talent are achieving more in 
terms of2 their endowment than are those of superior ability. 
Using two music tests and an intelligence test, 
Ch arles Lehman3 studied first year music students in 
elementary education. Marked gains in accomnlishment 
were found following a semester's instruction in theory 
but W9 S lost during the following year when no traini ng 
was given. correlations between intelligence and accomp-
lishment was much higher than between talent and :3ccomp-
li shment. 
Smith studied the relationshin between nitch 
discrimination end general intelligence and found high 
lRaymond M· Mosher, "A Study of Group Methods of 
Sight-Sirigirtg~" Teachers College contributions to Educe-
~' No. 194, 1925. -- -
2Attributed to Mosher as ·quoted in Jacob K:walwasser, 
Tests · and Measurements in Music 1 Boston, c. C· Birchard 
BnaO'oiiffi'8nY, 19271 p • 87"" 
3charlei3 F. Lehman, "An Investigation of Musical 
Achievement and Its Relationship to Intelligence and 
Musical Talent," Journal of Educational Research, 45, 
1952, PP• 623-629. 
17 
correlations. It was his interp~etation, howeve~, that 
such a high co~~elation depended pertly upon ability 
to learn co~rect pitch sounds and the~efore was not 
1 indicative of high intelligence. 
conclusions 
The following conclusions may be drawn f~om the 
p~eceding su~vey of expe~iments: 
A. The~e is greet confusion as to the exact 
relationship of musical talent to intelligence. 
B. In most cases the co~~elations between general 
musical ability and gene~al intelligence were positive 
but too small for any ~evealing conclusions. 
c. Music students we~e found in two cases to be 
mo~e intelligent than non-music students; infe~io~ in 
two cases. 
n·: The student with good musical ability will 
excel in other subjects, especially in literary, artistic, 
mathematic, and language fields. 
E· In all but one case, excellence in musical 
pe~formance correlates with general intelligence. It 
is agreed, though, that this general intelligence must 
include a good musical ability. 
· The validity of the experiments is to be accepted 
only in general terms. In no case can any definite 
·!Attributed to Smith as quoted in Fracker and 
Howard, "The Correlation Between ·Intelligence and Musical 
Talent Among University Students," P• 157. 
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assumptions be made as to exact positive co~~elations. 
Musical talent as a cha~acteristic t~ait is too elusive 
in each oersonality to be measured by set tests • . 
/ 
In many instances in the preceding expe~iments, 
the Sesshore Measu~es of Musical Talent we~e used as 
the musical c~ite~ion. These five tests, measuring 
pitch, intensity, time, rhythm, consonance, and tonal 
memo~y are intended to measu~e the basic music caps-
cities. Yet, only in the instance of pitch, and that 
only to a certain extent, could it be said th8t there 
was ~equi~ed en innate rathe~ than a learned ability 
to sco~e highly on the tests. 
There is only one satisfactory method of finding 
out whe the~ the seashore tests really measu~e 
musical ability; and that is to ascertain whether 
oersons rating high o~ low or medium on these tests 
also rate high and low ·and medium in what one may 
cell 'musical behavior;' i.e., sight singing, playing 
the piano, getting througn .£ourae·s in theory and 
applied music end the like. 
The experiments then such as those of D~ake, -Ross, 
Fraeker and Howard, and Hollingsworth are not to be judged 
too highly for they do not go far enough in their measurement. 
The American work is all based upon the very 
special Seashore Tests, ·while the German work 
takes e rriuch broader, more functional criterion 
of musicality. There may be no di ree t ~elation­
ship between seasho~e Test performance and intel-
ligence, and still be a ve~y close one betwe~n 
functional musical ability end intelligence. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
!Attributed to Mursell as quoted in . Carl Seashore, 
Psychology of Music, N.Y., McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938, 
P. ~e~. 
2James Mursell and Mabel Glenn, The Psychology 
of School Music Teaching, N.Y., Silver Burdett comnany, 
IW38, P• 20. 
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In the cases then of Schussler, Koester, Harar-
Passek, the Pannenborgs, and Feis, a better proof of 
the abilities of music students can be ascertained. 
Mursell, in comparing two such types of groups testing 
has this to say: 
In the first set the indices employed were 
almost always scores on the Seashore Measures of 
Musical Talent and scores on various standard 
tests of general intelligence. In the second set 
the indices were teacher-ratings, and - records of 
perfol"mance arid achievement in school •••• The 
teacher~ratings were not usually made on the 
abstract question of the amount of talent posses-
sed by the iridividuale, but were taken in close 
conjunction with actual performance under observed 
conditions. Which then are the more significant? 
We cart hardly doubt the answer. General school 
achievement is known to be one of ou~ best indi-
cations of a person's true ability •••• Ratings 
based upon school achievement gives us a picture 
of the individual's actual behavior in relation 
to the performence of others over a period of 
time. And against thfs nothing can be more 
accurately revealing. 
In fields other than music, ability tests are 
constantly being valida ted against actual achievement. 
In this, music testing lags far behind. Until such 
measures are employed there can be no definite basis 
on which to predict musical ability or success, or any 
reliable standard for grading such achievement within 
the field. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
lMursell, Psychology of Music, P• :3:39. 
Chapter III. MUSICAL TALENT, ABILITY, 
INTELLIGENCE AND PERFORMANCE 
Before the main part of this study can be attempted 
it is necessary to clarify certain terms generally used 
in connection with the student as a musician. It woul d 
be imnossible to compare the musicality of students 
with other factors if it were not made definite wh9t 
determines such musicality and how it functions in each 
personality. The four terms discussed here are the ones 
most often used in connection with the music student. 
Musical Talent 
According to Max Schoen, ~musical talent is an 
inborn capacity ••• All that training does is to develop 
that which already exists potentially."! Without such 
inheritance, then, train~ ng is us~less in attaining any 
high degree of skill in performance. 
It is difficult to define musical talent, for 
the term implie~ more than one trait and no two people 
are equally gifted in its many factors. Seashore has 
attempted to define it as "the native capacity for ex-
centional achievement in various degre.es."2 Perhsps s 
more specific definition may be given as put forth by 
lMax Schoen, "Musical Talent and Its Measurement," 
Musical Quarterly,, 14, 1938, p. 258. 
2csrl Seashore, In Search of Beauty in Music, 
N.Y., Ronald Press Company, 1947,-p. 219. 
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wundt. "Musically gifted pe~sons a~e those who possess 
sufficient poweP of musical heaPing and memo~y to enable 
them to Petain and recognize intePvals at least for the 
du~ation of an expePiment."1 
Musical talent as a whole consists of many specific 
capacities, each contPibutin~ to the making of the artist. 
Seashore uses the phras e "a hieParchy of talents" and 
believes that: 
The musical mind does not ·consist of its dis-
sected pa~ts, but is an integPated pePsonality. 
In its evaluation we must always have ~egaPd · 
for the total pe~sonality as functioning in a 
total situation ••• ~ The normal musical mind 
is, fi~st of all, a normal mind. What makes it 
mti~!cal is th~ ~ poss~s~i6n, in a serviceable 
ch!g~ee, of those oapaciti es which a~e essential · 
for the hearing, the feeling, the understanding, 
and ordinarily, for some form of expres~ion, w1 th 
a resulting drive o~ urge towa~d music. 
In determining musical talent we may ~roup the 
Yaried factors undeP four headings: "Musical Feelin~, 
Musical Understanding, Musical Sensitivity, and Musical 
Virtuosity- forming the affectiYe, the intellectual, 
the sensory and the motor basis of musical artistry.n3 
Seashore has broken these headings down into 
further classification: 
Factors of the Musical Mind4 
I. Musical Sensitivity. 
A· Simple forms of impression. 
1. Sense of pitch. 
~ax Schoen, Psychology of Music, P• 152. 
2carl Seashore, Psychology ~Music, o. 1. 
3 Schoen, ~·, P• 7. 
4seashore, Ibid., P• 7. 
2~ _ Sense 6f intensity. 
3. Sense 6f time. · 
4. Sense of extensity. 
B. Complex forms of an?reciation. 
1. Sense of rhythm. 
2. Sense of timbre. 
3. Sense of consonance. 
4. sense of volume. 
II. Musical action. 
A· Natural capacity for $kill in accurate 
and musically expressive production of 
tones (vocal, instrUmental or both) in: 
1. Control of nitch. 
2~ Control of intensity. 
3. Control of time. 
4. Control of rhythm. 
5. control of timbre. 
6. control of volume. 
III. Musical memory and imagination. 
1. Auditory imagery. 
2. Motor imagery. 
3. creative imagination. 
4~ Memory span. 
5. Learning oower. 
IV. Musical intellect. 
1. Musical free association. 
2. Musical power of reflection. 
3. General intelligence. 
v. Musieal feeling. 
1. Musical tastes. 
2. Emoti.onal reaction to music. 
3. Emotional self-exoression in music. 
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In measuring musical talent it would be impossible 
to isolate any one of the above factors. Nor would such 
a procedure be practical if possible. In this regard 
Seashore has said: 
••• any given factor must ultimately be eval-
uated in its natural setting as a whole, so tha t 
the outcome of the functioning of capacities is 
ultimately evaluated in the relat16n of the total 
personality to the total situation •••• Thus we 
do not look for a single measure which we might call 
Music Quotient, but aim to establish a ?rofile 
by fair sampling of specific traits that can 
be fairly demonstrate.d as operating in music. 1 
Musical Ability or Canacity 
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Musical ability stems from native musical talent. 
Through environmental ouportunities this native talent 
is allowed to develop into abilities or capacities. 
Some us ychologists believe that high musical ability is 
only one showing of general good ability. Mursell 
suggests to us th 9t: 
••• di s tinctive musical ability is a manifesta-
tion ' of a general high level of artistic and liter-
ary ability. We are inclined to believe that it 
is this high level of all-round •bility rather than 
a suecific ~nd specialized musical talent that is 
inherited from the parents. This high all-~ound 
ability bec~mes canalized in music by environmental 
influences. 
This theory would i mply that musical talent being 
inherent, ability in music could be develoued to a certain 
extent. Experiments h a ve shown tha t through training 
and growth it is possible to increase one's score on 
musical subjects. However, Seashore has uointed out 
tha t : 
••• each individual has a definite physiolo-
gical limit beyond which he can no longer detect 
differences in basic sensory musical capacities. 
-------------------------------
lcarl Seashore, "Psychology in Music, The Role of 
"F.:xperimental Psychology in the Science and Art of Music," 
Musical Quarterly, 16, 1930, P• 229. 
2James Mursell and Mabel Glenn, The Psychology of 
School Music Teaching, p. 17-18. 
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Training and practice have little if any effect 
on these elemental capacities. Also there is no 
direct relation between age and these capacities. 
such factors as attention, information, sustained 1 effort and application operate in favor of adults. 
Tests among college students have proven that 
given enough intelligence and training a student may 
succeed i n one of many fields of work.2 This suggests 
that musical ability is not a ~pacific ability, but a 
general one. Mursell suggests the following theory 
about general versus specific ability: 
At one time a theory known as the theory of 
compensation was maintained •••• This was the 
view that a person who possess.ed one outstanding 
ability is usually weak in everything el s e, because · 
nature tends to even un her score. such a nosition, 
however, -has never found any basis in fact, and 
it has long since been abandoned. Thorndike has 
put forward just the opposite theory, the theory 
of correlation, acco~ding to which high ability 
in one field is a probable index of high ability 
elsewhere. On this view versatility and talent 
would tend to go together •••• It now seems 
likely that every individual has one or two fields 
~here his ability is highest and tha t he shades 
off fl"om these by slow gf>~dations to fields where 
he has but little talent. 
The music student then would have a greater ability 
toward succeeding within his field than another student 
due to his endowment of talent. He would also, to some 
·!Attributed to Seashore as quoted in William 
Larson, "Measurement of Musical Talent for the Prediction 
of success · rn Inst:rmnental Music," Psychological Mono-
graphs, XL, 1930, P• 34. ----
2Enily Dexter, "Intelligence Test Score · and Major 
Subject,'' School~~ Society, 30, 1929, P• 779. 
~u:rsell · and Glenn, Psychology of School Music 
Teaching, 'P• 18. 
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extent, be proficient in other related fields. His 
ability would be limited by the amount of his talent 
and by the many factors conditioning his environment. 
Musical Intelligence 
There are two types of intelligence dealing with 
music; intelligence about music and musical intelligence~ 
A person may have the fonner and be utterly lacking in 
the latter. A so-called musician may possess all the 
needed capacities for musicianship but have low intel-
ligence and still succeed in the field. It is only 
the nerson with all such qualities that becomes the 
g re at music i an • 
Musical intelligence, then, is dependent upon a 
high degree of general intelligence. Mursell has defined 
musical intelligence as the following: 
Mu~i~al intelligence -as such means intelligence 
that operates in terms of the medium itself. It 
is the ability to grasn arid respond to the relation-
ships within music, to comprehend the intent and 
meaning of the composition. 
- . . 
Musical intelligence is the outcome of training 
and the amount which one possesses is dependent upon 
such training and the degree of general intelligence 
endowed. Whereas general intelligence operates in 
terms of s~bols, musical intelligence applies these 
symbols in terms of musical sound and feeling. 
l.rames Mursell, Principles ·of Musical Education, 
N.Y., The Macmillan Company, 193~,-p.~:---
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There a re man y ph sses of mus i cal i n t el l·lgence . 
Seashore l ist s t hr ee he adings ; free assoc iat ion or 
musical content, oowe ra of reflection, and general intel-
ligence.1 Schoen adds to this the capacity for musical 
adaptation2 and Jean Moos uses three terms in connection 
with mus ical thinldng; concept ual, imagi na tive, and 
raeflective. 3 All of the above are nee ded in some degree 
for a good musical i n telligence. 
Musical Performance 
Skill in musical performance is the combinat i on 
of musical talent, musical ability, and musical i n tel-
ligence. In actual uerformance, technique is the main 
quality necessary, but this technique is a culmination 
of n ot only the motor skills, but of the intelligencP. 
needed for exoression, and the emotional maturity exoressed 
in the music itself. such fundamental qual i ties should 
be so integrat e d th~ t there is no consciousness of act 
uuon the pa rt of the performer. Max Schoen has summed 
up the orerequisites for en a rtistic uerforma nce as 
to the following: 
••• an arti s tic rendition of a musical compo-
sition is conditioned uoon the intensity with which 
the artist exoeriences its effective content, his 
lcarl Seashore, Psychology of Musical Talent, 
Boston, Silver, Burdett ana-company; 1919, p.~~ 
2schoen, "Musi oal Talent and Its Measurement ," 
'0 . 265. 
3Jean Moos, "The Yardstick Applied to Musical 
Talent," Musical Q.uarterly, 16, 1930, p. 238. 
intellectual !rasp of the composition in content 
and s true tur-e, the sensi ti vi ty of his ear- to into-
nation, timbre and dynamics and finally, upon hie 
technical equipment by means of which the other-
factor-s or musical inter-pretation are enabled to 
function. 
It must be mentioned here that there are still 
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other conditions ~required of a good performance. Factors 
such as facilities for progress, degree of competing 
. . . - . 
drive, susceptibility to emotional upsets, the will to 
work, and the general state of health2 are all most 
nece ssary in considering the degree of attainment in 
performance. 
In judging the actual musical performance we 
must conside r all the above qualities but then certain 
allowances must be made. "We must never assume that 
-· . -·· 
there is a one-to-one relation betwe~n the physical 
act and the intention of the performer."3 Good musical 
performance is a goal to achieve but is only a means 
to a better form of musical expression. 
lschoen, Psychology 2! Music, p. 162. 
2seashore, In-Search of Beauty in Music, n. 222. 
- - -----
3carl seashore, "The Objective Recording and 
Anal~sis of Musical Performance," Objective Analysis of 
M'lisieal -Pei-formanee, University of !owa studies, !V, 1"9'38--;--p. 7. - --
Chapter IV. RESEARCH DESIGN 
Selection of Group to Be Studied 
To obtain a fair sampling of examples at the 
school, seventy-five names of sophomores, juniors and 
seniors were chosen at random from the student files. 
It was decided to use marks obtained in the second sem-
ester of the freshman year, for two reasons: 1) the 
courses of the freshman year at the College of Music 
are the most static for all majors, whereas in the 
following three years they vary so for ell students 
that it would be difficult to set up an accurate stand-
ard for the testing; 2) the first semester of the freshman 
year is the adjustment period and not a true indication 
of a person's ability, while the second semester is 
most ant to set the pattern for the following three 
years. 
For the purpose of this report it was necessary 
to restrict the samnles to certain qualifications. Only 
those students' records were tabulated who were full-time 
degree candidates, had taken the Ohio State University 
Psychological Test, Boston University Edition as an 
entrance requirement, and in their freshman ¥ear were 
taking some form of applied music for credit. No transfer 
students were used and no discrimination was made as to 
sex, age, race, nationality, or geographic area. 
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The Criteria 
Three types of marks from each student were used 
for comparison; the o.s.u. Entrance Test, determining 
IQ, G.P.I., judging academic success, and the final 
applied mark, grading performance. The o.s.u. Exam, 
Boston University Edition, consists of three types of 
tests: Test I, Same-Opposites; Test II, Analogies; 
Test III, Reading Comprehension. Scores of the combined 
three tests may rank from seventeen to one hundred thirty-
six and are graded on a standard percentile chart with 
narms ranging from one to ninety-nine. 
G.P.I. score is the final rank given as the 
average of a student's marks for one semester. At the 
College of Music the following numerical valr1es are 
assigned: A, 4.0; A-, 3.7; Bt, 3.3; B, 3.0; B-, 2.7; 
Ct, 2.3; c, 2.0; c-, 1.7; D, 1.0; F,O. In our study 
the G.P.I. score necessarily includes the applied mark. 
The applied rank used is the mark given after 
satisfactory completion of one semester's work and a 
performance examination at the end of the semester. 
The final mark consists of the average of the rank given 
from the .adjudicating board, determining one-third of 
the mark, and the rank of the private teacher, counting 
two-thirds of the mark. 
Chapter v. TABULATION OF DATA 
Presentation of Tables 
The three units of measurement, The G.P.I. scores, 
anolied marks, and o.s.u. scores, were obtained from 
each of the seventy-five students. The G.P.I. scores 
we~e arranged in rank order and placed on Tables I, II, 
and III, twenty-five in each table. The corresponding 
applied music grades and o.s.u. raw scores were also 
entered on the three tables. Next, by comparing the 
raw scores of the o.s.u. examination of each student 
in this sample _with designated percent~les in the o.s.u. 
chart, that is, _on a nation-wide basis, standard percentiles 
were obtained for each example and also pl aced on the 
three tables. Rank order of these standard p~rcentiles 
was determined and entered in the same manner. Vieual 
comparison of the rank order of G.P.I. scores and the 
corresponding applied marks with the rank o~der of the 
o.s.u. scores is then possible. 
I 
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Rank 
' 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1'7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
TABLE I 31 
The comparison of the Rank order of Grade point Index 
scores with the corresponding Applied Marks and ohio 
State University Rank Percentiles (From 3.80 to 3.16) 
[Raw score or st.anaara per- rtanK per-
Grade Point Apnlied Ohio State centile or centile of 
Music University Ohio State Ohio State 
Index scores Grades Psycholog1- University University 
cal Test Test Test 
3.80 A- 78 57 47 
3.77 A 129 96 2 
3.73 B 124 93 7 
3.60 B 125 94 ~ 
3.50 B- 124 93 8 
3.47 B-t 10'7 83 21 
3.4'7 A- 9'7 '74 2;8 
3.41 B+ 72 51 55 
3.40 A- 129 96 3 
3.40 B+ 119 91 12 
3.37 B 85 64 3'7 
3.35 C+ '74 54 51 
3.34 B 126 95 4 
3.34 B+ 88 65 35 
3.31 B- 126 95 5 
3.23 A- 99 '76 25 
3.22 B 123 93 9 
3.22 B+ 113 8'7 1'7 
3.20 B+ 82 61 42 
3.19 B 88 65 36 
3.18 B 112 86 19 
3.18 B 100 '76 2S 
3.18 B- 80 59 44 
3.18 B+ 45 21 '73 
3.16 A- '71 50 58 
Rank 
Number 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
TABLE II 32 
The Comparison of the Rank Order of Grade point Index 
scores with the corresponding Applied Marks and ohio 
State University Rank Percentiles (From 3~14 to 2.60) 
Point Applied 
lrtaw :::core or :::Jl.anaara per- rtanK per-
Grade Ohio State centile of centile of 
Music University Ohio State Ohio State 
Index Scores Grades Psychologi- University University 
cal Test Test Test 
3.14 
_, 
105 81 23 Bi-
3.10 B 75 54 52 
3.09 A- 75 54 53 
3.08 B- 133 98 1 
3.06 B+ 77 56 48 
3.06 Bt 76 55 50 
3.04 A• 106 82 22 
3 , 00 B 41 18 75 
2.99 B+ 72 51 f;6 
2.97 B 123 93 10 
2.95 B+ 120 91 13 
2.91 B 97 74 29 
2.90 B+ 117 89 16 
2.90 B+ 79 58 46 
2.90 c ... 61 38 65 
2.89 B• 109 84 20 
2.87 B+ 72 51 57 
2.86 B- 118 90 14 
2.85 B 92 70 33 
2.80 B 98 75 27 
2.80 B- 85 63 39 
.. 
2.79 B- 93 71 32 
2.77 B- 80 59 4fi 
2.67 B 81 60 4~ 
2;.60 B- 118 90 15 
Rank 
Number 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
TABLE III :33 
The Comparison of the Rank order of arade point Index 
scores with the corresponding Applied Marks and Ohio 
State University Rank Percentiles (From 2.60 to 1.31) 
Raw score of Standard Per- Rank Per-Grade Point Applied Ohio State cent1.le of centile of Music University Ohio State Ohio State Index Scor>es Grades Psycholog1- University Un1 vers1. ty 
cal Test Test Test 
2.60 B- 87 64 38 
2.60 C+ 84 6:3 40 
2.57 B- 96 7:3 :30 
2. 56 B 96 73 31 
2.55 A- 122 92 11 
2.48 B 73 53 54 
2.45 c 52 28 70 
2.41 B- 66 45 61 
2.40 B- 54 :30 68 
2. 40 B 5:3 29 69 
. 2.:38 c 105 81 24 
2.35 c 45 21 74 
2.:32 B+ 6:3 40 63 
2.:31 B 84 6:3 41 
-
2.30 c 77 56 49 
2.20 c 57 :34 66 
2.15 B 114 87 18 
2.04 B- 71 50 59 
1.98 B- 69 49 60 
1.94 B 64 42 62 
1.88 c- 57 :34 67 
1.80 c 63 40 64 
1.60 C+ 92 70 34 
1.49 c 50 2n 71 
1.:31 c 47 2:3 72 
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Statistical Analysis 
The total sample of seventy-five was arbitrarily 
divided into three tables with twenty-five. ·in each. This 
was done merely to equate the frequency of samule apue ar-
ances in each of the three classified grouns. On that 
basis alone the following raw data was obtained: 
Table I Range: 3.80-3.16 G.P.I. 
G.P.I. mean 3.37 
·o.s.u. mean (test sco r e) 100.60 
Applied mean 3~20 
Table II Range: 3.14-2.60 G.P.I. 
G.P.I. mean 2.89 
o.s.u. mean (test score) 90.91 
Applied mean 3.06 
Table III Range: 2.60-1.31 G.P.I. 
G.P.I. mean 2.20 
o.s.u. mean (test score) 73.85 
Applied mean 2.56 
ChBpter VI. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 
From the chart on the preceding page, it is 
nossible to s e e the correlations between each table. 
As we comn 9re the three tables we find a significant 
difference in the compa rison of any one mean between 
the tables. That is, taki ng for examnle, the G.P.I. 
mean of each table, we find tha t there is a graded 
rel a tions hin between thi s mean in each table. As the 
G.P.I. range decreases bet ween each t able from 3.80 
to 1.31, so does the G.P.I. mean, going from 3.20 in 
the first table to 2.89 in the second table, to 2.20 
in the third table. we fi nd the same is true of the 
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two othe r me ans. As the G.P.I. range decre asas, the 
o.s.u. me a n of the three tables also decreases, going 
from 100.60 to 90.91 to 73.85. The applied mean likewise 
rang es from 3.20 to 3.06 to 2.56. It can be said then, 
th gt there is a direct rela tionshin between a ny one 
f a c t or between the three tables, that as the G.P.I. 
range decreases between each table so does e gch mean. 
we fi nd also, signific gnt correlation~ bet ween 
the three f~ ctor s in any one table. we see th a t Table 
I with the highest G.P.I. range (3.80-3.16) contains 
also the highes t G.P.I. mean {3.37), o. s .u. mean (100.60), 
and applied mean (3.20). Following through, Table II, 
w~th a les s er G.P.I. range (3.14~2.60) contains relatively 
lower mean averages of G.P.I. (2.89), o.s.u. (90.91), 
and applied (3.06). Table III, with the lowest G.P.I. 
range (2.60-1.31) contains the three lowest means, 
G.P.I. (2.20), o.s.u. (73.85), and applied (2.56). 
From this it can be concluded th3t those students in 
Table I for G.P.I. range will, as a group, also be 
in Table I for G.P.I. score, o.s.u. rank, and applied 
m9rk. The same can be said of the other two tables. 
Since there are exact correl~tions between all the 
factors of the three tables, we may safely say that, 
on the whole, there is a direct relationshi n between 
intelligence, academic marks, and applied ne rformance. 
However, if we ~ook back to the o rigina~ tables 
thems alves we observe individual discrepancies. We 
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find that .in only three cases do rank numbers of G. P.I. 
scores match the rank percentiles of o.s.u. scores 
(numbers two, sixty-three, and sixty-six). We see 
also that number one of G.P.I. rank is number forty-
seven for rank percentile of o.s.u., that number twenty-
nine G.P.I. rank is number one in o.s.u. rank percentile, 
and number thirty-three is nQmber seventy-five in rank 
percentile. Applied marks also are not relative. 
Number twelve rank number G.P.I. received a C+ mark and 
number fifty-five rank number received an A- mark. Taking 
the individual m : ~ rks and comn ·~ ring them we find that in 
very few instances e~e there direct relationships 
between G.P.I., applied, and o.s.u. scores. However, 
·the cross-relationships between factors of the three 
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tables balance out these differences enough so that 
although we find inconsistencies within individual oases, 
the total correlations affirm a positive relationship. 
In an experiment of t~ is nature it is possible 
to ta~e only the criterion as stated, in this case the 
fi nal semester's marks of the first year's work and 
the o.s.u. l"ank. Results can only be obtained from 
this point on. But esoecially in this instance in 
the case of applied music would such conclusions be f a r 
more revealing if it were oossible to have better 
knowledge of the background pertaini ng to the m~ l"k. 
There is great difficulty in judging the amount of 
previous training had in an applied instrument and at 
the College of Music pupils are not graded in relation · 
to s uch tl"aining, but must fulf i ll set requil"ements 
at various levels regal"dless of their pl"ior training. 
From this we might take les ser value in the example of 
a low applied mark as against high G.P.I. end O.S.U. 
scores. 
Aga1.n, in another' way, a low applied mark is not 
necessarily a good indicat i on of level of nerformance. 
Pupil and teacher' might well conflict in personality, 
and nrejudice among faculty members has been known to 
play a part in determining the ms l"k given by the perform-
a nc e board at the semester's end. If it were possible 
to consider these aspects our conclusions mi ght be 
very diffel"ent. 
Chanter VII. STMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to attemnt to 
correlate definite relationshins between intelligence, 
academic msrks, and musical perfor-m3nce within the 
student body of the College of Music. seventy-five 
examples chosen at random from the student files for-med 
the basis of the experiment. Final applied m:3 rks and 
G.P.I. averages of the freshman year were obtained 
from each example along with the o.s.n. entrance exam-
ination scores. These were placed in three tables 
numerically according to the G.P.I. rank, and mean 
averages of each of the three factors within the tables 
were determined. It was found that each mean within 
a table correlated directly with the same mean of the 
other two tables. Likewise, the three means within 
each table correlated directly with eachotber according 
to the G.P.I. range. Total correlations prove0 direct 
relationships between G.P.I., o.s.u., and applied marks. 
Comparing the three factors in individual cases 
it wqs found that in only three instances were there 
exact correlations, that in most examnles the best 
comparisons were between applied marks and G.P.I. scores, 
with G.P.I. and o.s.u. scores having very little relation-
ships, as with epnlied and o.s.u. scores. 
over-ell averages, nevertheless, discredit the 
fact th~t individual examnles qre not related. Success, 
-38-
then, in music is l ~ ~gely determined by the amount of 
intelligence possessed, and those pe~sons who excel 
39 
in musical oe~formance will also excel in tbei~ academic 
subjects. 
ADDENDA 
The Relationship of Parent's Occupation 
to the Performance Ability of Students 
40 
Much research has been conducted into the back-
ground of music students. Inheritance patterns, family 
background end environment have all been studied in 
the making of good musicians. As en added part of this 
study, the father's occupation of each student was 
determined in an effort to see how many students had 
a direct musical background as a part of their family 
life. 
It was found that of the seventy-five examples 
choosing music as their vocation, only three came fran 
families where the father's occupation dealt with any 
phase of music. The three occupations listed were 
s music sunervisor (number twenty), a musician (number 
thirty-seven), and a juke box dealer (number fifty-three). 
It would seem then from this smell ~ercentege that the 
occunation of the parent h•s no bearing on a student's 
choice of career. 
Of the three students listing music occupations 
only one is in Table I for G.P.I. percentile, ranking 
twentieth in G.P.I. placement (3.19), in thirty-sixth 
place in o.s.u. score (88), and with an applied mark 
of B. The second student, whose father is a musician, 
ranks number _thirty-seven in G.P.I. score (2.91), is 
number twenty-nine in o.s.u. score (97), and has an 
applied grade of B. The third student, listing juke 
41 
box business, placed fifty-five in G.P.I. rank (2.57), 
thirty in o.s.u. rank (96), and received B-as an annlied 
mark. Not one of the three students is exceptional in 
applied music, in spite of their musical background. 
The parents• occupations of the seventy-five 
students could be placed under four headings with the 
following number in each: Professional (7); Business 
and Technical (26); Skilled Artisans (13); Unskilled (24). 
Five parents were deceased. With the exception of the 
first heading, the majority of the occupations listed 
indicated a low socio-economic status. 
The applied median of the students within the 
various occunations was taken as a matter of interest. 
The highest applied median, B-, correlated with the 
highest salaried occupation, the Professional. The 
Unskilled and Skilled artisans were next with B medians, 
Business and Technical being the lowest with a B- median. 
From the above data it can 8afely be concluded 
that at the college of Mu~ic immediate background of 
narent occupation has nothing to do with the choice of 
vocation, or little bearing on success in applied music. 
TABLE IV 42 
The Compa~ison of Pa~ent's Occupation 
and Perfo~ance Ability of students 
'Example Applied Parent's Occunation Number Music Grades 
1 A- Shoemaker 
2 A pUblic School sunerintendent 
3 B Ltnnbe~ Business 
4 B Taxi Driver 
5 B- !Mill worker 
6 B+ court Officer 
7 A- Cashier 
8 B+ Carpenter 
9 A- Elevator Operator 
10 B+ Mill worker 
11 B Salesman 
12 C+ Lumber Business 
13 B Engineer 
14 B+ Insurance Business 
15 B- Deceased 
16 A- Cabinet Maker 
17 B store Owner 
18 B+ Foreman 
19 B+ Tailor 
20 B sunervisor of Music 
21 B Janitor 
22 B Hardware Business 
23 B- Accountant 
24 B+ Plant Manager 
25 A- Tailor 
(continued on the next nage) 
TABLE IV 43 
(continued) 
Example APPlied Parent's Occupa t 1. on 
Number Music Grades 
26 B-+ Laund~y Man 
27 B Mechanic 
28 A- streetcar conductor 
29 B- Deceased 
30 B+ state worker 
31 B+ Farmer 
32 A- Mill worker 
33 B Dry Cleaning Business 
34 B+ Fireman 
35 B Post Office Clerk 
35 B+ veterinarian 
37 B Musicisn 
"38 B+ Doctor 
39 B+ Factory worker 
40 c• Deceased 
-41 B- Business Man 
42 B-4- Grocery Store 
43 B• Sales }~e.nager 
44 B Foundry Worker 
45 B Steam Fitter 
45 B- Insu~ance Business 
47 B- Deceased 
48 B- Grocer 
49 B Merchant 
50 B- Printer 
(concluded on the next page) 
TABLE IV 44 
(concluded) 
Example Applied Parent's Occupa t 1. on 
Number Music Grades 
51 B- Policeman 
52 C+ Department of customs 
53 B- Juke Box Dealer 
., 
54 B Salesman 
55 A- Meat cutter 
56 B Truck Driver 
57 c Gas Station 
58 B- Shoe Worker 
' 59 B- Painter 
60 B Factory worker 
' 
61 c caretaker 
62 c Draftsman 
63 B+ Machinist 
' 
64 B supervisor 
65 c Meat Business 
66 c Plsetics worker 
67 B Beverage Business 
68 B- Jewelry Business 
69 B- Deceased 
70 B Accountant 
71 c- Engineer 
72 c Telephone WOl"kel" 
73 C+ Machinist 
74 c Cont:r-actor 
75 c Machinist 
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